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ABSTRACT.   Given a triple (S, t), m) on a category A with equalizers,

one can form a new triple whose functor Q is the equalizer of r)S and Srj.

Fakir has studied conditions for Q to be idempotent, that is, to determine

a reflective subcategory of A .   Here we regard S as the composition of an

adjoint pair of functors and give several new such conditions.   As one ap-

plication we construct a reflector in an elementary topos A from an injec-

tive object /, taking S = II(~.  We show that this reflector preserves finite

limits and that the sheaf reflector for a topology in A can be obtained in

this way.   We also show that sheaf reflectors in functor categories can be

obtained from a triple of the form S = /       , / injective, which we studied

in a previous paper.  We deduce that the opposite of a sheaf subcategory of

a functor category is tripleable over Sets.

1. Adjoint pairs and reflectors. Throughout this section A will be a

category with equalizers, iS, r\, p) a triple (standard construction, monad) on A

and k: Q —> S the equalizer of Srj and r¡S. There is a unique triple (Q, 171, pt)

such that K is a map of triples. This process of constructing one triple from

another has been studied by Applegate and Tierney [2] and Fakir [6].  Fakir

gave several necessary and sufficient conditions for Q to be idempotent, that

is, for 77jß: Q —► Q2 to be an equivalence.

Let Fix Q be the full subcategory of A consisting of those objects A of

A for which Tjj(4) is an isomorphism, that is, v(A) is the equalizer of T)S(A)

and Sr¡iA). For each A in Fix Q we choose n(A) - rjiA) so that rj^A) is the

identity. Clearly, Q is idempotent if and only if Fix Q coincides with the full

image Im Q of Q. In view of [1, p. 233], Q is idempotent if and only if Fix Q

is a reflective subcategory of A with reflection maps 17, (,4): A —► Q(A).
F U

We shall take S = UF, where A —► B —► A is a pair of functors with

F left adjoint to U. As is well known, if (£/, F) is such an adjoint pair with

adjunctions 77: 1 —► UF and e: FU—► 1, then (Í/F, r\, UeF) is a triple; con-
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versely, every triple has this form [11, p. 136]. We shall obtain several condi-

tions in terms of U and F equivalent to Q being idempotent.(2)

We denote the limit closure of a subcategory ¡5 of A by ¿(B). We recall

that this is the smallest full replete limit closed subcategory of A containing B.

We also recall that, for any class M of maps of A, an object A of A is M-injective

if Qn, A) is a surjection for all m GM.

Lemma 1.1.   Im t/~C Fix ß.

Proof. We recall that UeiByqUiB) = lu(B) for all B in B [11, p. 80].

Now, if t?(.4): A —► SiA) has a left inverse p for some A in A, then p and S(p)

make the canonical diagram A —► SiA) =* S2(A) into a split equalizer diagram.

Thus, t>£/(5) coincides with «£/(£), and so ¡7(5) G Fix ß for all B in B.

Proposition 1.2.   The following statements are equivalent:

(a) Q is idempotent, that is, it induces a reflector A —► Fix Q.

(b) Fix Q = ¿(Im U), the limit closure of the full image of U.

(c) An object A of A is in Fix Q if and only if there is an equalizer dia-

gram A -> UiB) =» UiB') in A for some B, B' in B.

(d) UiB) is KiA)-injective for each A in A and B in B.

(e) Fk(A) is a split mono, that is, has a left inverse, for each A in A-

(f) FniA) is a mono for each A in A.

Remark.   Fakir [6] showed that (a) is equivalent to

(g) UFkíA) is mono for each A in A.

We use (g) => (a) in our proof.  Later we shall obtain Proposition 1.5, from

which we can deduce the equivalence of (a)-(e) (not, however, (f)) without

using Fakir's result.

Proof.  Let E be the full subcategory of those objects A of A for which

there exists an equalizer diagram A —► UiB) =* UiB') for some B, B' in B.

Then

Fix Q C Im Q C E Q ¿(Im U) C ¿(Fix Q),

the last inclusion following from Lemma 1.1.

Suppose (a) or (b), then Fix ß is limit closed, hence all inclusions become

equalities, in particular (b) and (c) hold. Suppose (c), then Fix Q = Im Q hence

(a) holds.

Thus, (a), (b) and (c) are equivalent. We now show that (a) and (b) imply

(d). We are given that Q induces a reflector onto ¿(Im £/), and we wish to show

(2) <We are indebted to W. Spears for pointing out that the proof of Lemma 1.1,

which we had considered only in the special case of §2, actually works in general.
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that every map u: QiA) —► UiB), for any B in B, factors through niA). Indeed,

let v. FiA) —► B correspond to uri^A): A —► U(B) under the isomorphism

KiA, UiB)) -> BiFiA), B), then

UivMAyrj^A) = U(v)viA) = uv^A),

hence Uív)k(A) = u, since r¡xiA) is a reflection map.

Clearly, (e) => (f) and (f) ■» (g). We refer to Fakir [6] for the implica-

tion (g) ■* (a).  Finally, the equivalence of (d) and (e) is a consequence of

Lemma 1.3.   Let m: A —* A' be a map in A.   Then Fim) is a split mono

if and only if UiB) is m-injective for each B in ¡3.

Proof.  UiB) is «z-injective if and only if Mm, UiB)): AiA', UiB)) -+

AiA, UiB)) is a surjection. In view of the natural isomorphism A(—, UiB)) —►

B(F(-), B), this is so if and only if B(F(m), B): MFCA'), B) -* k(FiA), B)

is a surjection. But this means that every map FiA) —► B factors through

Fim), that is to say, that FQn) is a split mono, as is seen from the special case

of the identity map FiA) —*■ FiA).

Proposition 1.4.   Let M be a class of maps in A which contains k(A)

for each A in A, and suppose that UiB) is M-injective for each B in B.   Then

Q induces a reflector A —► ¿(Im U) which carries all elements of M into regular

monos of L(\m U).

Proof.  That Q induces a reflector onto the subcategory is clear from

Proposition 1.2. Let m: A —*■ A' be in M, then Fim) is a split mono by Lem-

ma 1.3, hence so is Sim) = UFQn). Consider the diagram

QiA)      "x"/   > SiA) V S\iA)

%S2(A) x SiA')

SiA')

By definition, KÍA) is the equalizer of the two canonical maps S(A) —► S2(A).

Since Sim) is a split mono, these may be extended to maps p, q: SiA') —►

S2iA). Moreover, the split mono Sim) is the equalizer of two maps u, v.

SiA') —* SiA'). Therefore, «(,4')ß(m) = S(«z)k(4) is the equalizer of the pair

of maps (p, u), (q, v): SiA') —► S2(A) x 5^4'). Since k(<4') is mono, we con-
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elude that QQn) is the equalizer of the pair of maps <p, u)niA'), <q, u>k(4')

in ¿(Im U).

We shall obtain a new description of ß which relates it more closely

to Im U.

Proposition 15.   For all A in A, k(4): QiA) —* SiA) is the joint equa-

lizer of all pairs of maps r, s from SiA) to an object in Im U such that rniA) =

STliA).

Proof.  Consider any map r: SiA) —* UiB), then rr¡iA): A —* UiB) gives

rise to r*: F{A) —► B, where r* = e(5)F(n?(.4)).  A routine calculation shows

that wiA) = Uir*)KiA); for, if/-': FSiA) —*■ B corresponds to r: SiA) -* UiB),

then Uir'yrjSiA) - r and Uir'ySrjiA) = t/(r*).

Now suppose that r, s: SiA) —► B are such that rq(A) = st?(4), then r* =

s*, hence tk(4) = sniA). Since k(A) is the equalizer of one such pair, namely

of the canonical maps SiA) —► S2(A), it follows that k(A) is the joint equalizer

of all such pairs.

Using Proposition 1.5 we can give an alternative proof that (d) => (a) in

Proposition 1.2, thus obtaining a self-contained proof of the equivalence of the

conditions (a) to (e).

Assume that Uiß) is K(,4)-injective for all A in A and B in B. We claim

that 77j(,4): A —► ß(yl) is a reflection map from A to ¿(Im U). One easily

sees that this amounts to showing that for each f: A —► UiB) there exists a

unique/': QiA) —► UiB) such that/'r>j(/l) =/. The existence is clear, since

/' = Ue(B) S(f)n(A) is one such map.  Suppose f'v^A) =f"r)l(A). Since

UiB) is K(4)-injective, there exist g, g": SiA) —* UiB) such that g'n(A) =/'

and g'niA) = f". Then g'viA) = g'viA), hence /' = g'n(A) = g"ic(A) -f" by

Proposition 1.5.  Since Im ß Ç ¿(Im U), f\xiA) is also a reflection map to

Im ß. It easily follows that i\xQ{A) is an isomorphism.

As a corollary to Proposition 1.2 we obtain the following generalization

of the dual of [9, Proposition 2].

Proposition 1.6.   Each of the following conditions implies the next:

(a) ß is canonically isomorphic to the identity, that is, t\l is a natural

isomorphism.

(b) For each object A of A there is an object B of B and a regular

monomorphism A —► UiB).

(c) For each object A of A there are objects B and B' and an equalizer

diagram A —► UiB) =* UiB').

(d) A is the limit closure of the full image of U.
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Moreover, (d) =* (a) if UiB) is KiA)-injective for each B in B and A in A.

We shall consider a number of examples to which Proposition 1.2 may be

applied.

Example 1.7.   Let A be any complete category, B = Setsop, t/ = /_)

and F = (-, I), where / is a fixed object of A. This situation has been studied

at length in [9].

Example 1.8.  Let A = Mod R, B = Mod S, RCS a given bimodule,

U = Homs(C, -), F = (-) ®R C. Then F(niA)) is mono if RC is flat (more

generally, if it is «-flat, analogous to k-injective in [9] ). This example suggests

a connection with Ulmer's work [17]. The sub functor Q of UF can be calcu-

lated as follows.  Let r)(4): A —► UF(A) be the canonical map defined by

r¡iA)ia)ic) = a ® c for a G A and c G C. Take any element s G UF(A), then

s G QiA) if and only if, for all c G C, (t?(4) ® l)(s(c)) = s® c. This example

may be extended to allow B to be any additive category, provided C is an ob-

ject of B and there is given a homomorphism of R into the ring of endo-

morphisms of C.

Example 1.9. Let there be given a topological space f with the under-

lying set P of points. Both 1/ and P may be regarded as small categories: the

objects of 1/ are open sets, the maps of 1/ are inclusions; moreover, P= Pop

is a discrete category. We take A = Sets"051 and B = Setspop, and define the

stalk functor F: A —*■ B and the (discontinuous) sections functor U: B —► A

by

FiA)iP) =UslA(V),      UiB)iV) = J' BiP).
pg: y PG V

It is easily seen that F is left adjoint to U. Van Osdol [19] showed that the

localization functor Q determined by this adjoint pair is the functor which

associates to each presheaf A its associated sheaf. To apply Proposition 1.2,

one wants to show that F preserves regular monos. In fact, more is true, F

preserves finite limits, because in Sets filtered colimits preserve finite limits.

From this one may easily deduce that Q preserves finite limits.

This example may be generalized in two directions.  Clearly, the same

argument applies when the category of sets is replaced by any complete cate-

gory with filtered colimits that preserve finite limits.  On the other hand, one

can replace the topological space f by any small category equipped with a

Grothendieck topology, at least when there are enough points.  However, the

results to be obtained by this method have been anticipated by Ulmer [18].

The functor Q which appears in Proposition 1.4 may be called the

localization functor determined by the adjoint pair (F, U).
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2.  Injectives in an elementary topos. We turn to the construction of the

sheaf reflector in an elementary topos which was announced in [9, Example 4].

For the moment, let A be a cartesian closed category, that is, a category

equipped with finite products so that, for each object^, the functor.4 x (—):

A —► A has a right adjoint i~)A.  It is easily seen that, for any object / of A,

the functor /_): Aop —* A has the left adjoint 7(_): A —* Aop. This adjoint

pair determines a triple (5, 77, p) on A, with SiA) = I^lA\  Assuming that A

has equalizers, we obtain ß from 5 as in §1.

Proposition 2.1.   Let A be a cartesian closed category with equalizers,

I an object of A, S and Q as above.   Then the following statements are equivalent:

(a) Q is idempotent, that is, it induces a reflector A —► Fix Q.

(b) Fix Q = L({IA \A G A}).

(c) An object A of A is in Fix ß if and only if there is an equalizer dia-

gram A —* IB =* T3' in A for some B, B' in A.

(d) IB is KiA)-injective for all A and B in A.

If I is injective with regard to all monos iall regular monos) then these con-

ditions are satisfied and the reflector takes all monos iall regular monos) of A to

regular monos of ¿({Z4 \A G A}).

Proof.  This is an immediate consequence of Propositions 1.2 and 1.4, in

view of the observation that if I is injective with regard to all monos (regular

monos) then so is every internal power IB. This observation follows from the

right adjointness of (—)B to B x (—) and the fact that the latter functor pre-

serves monos (regular monos).

We shall now consider a category A which is an elementary topos, as

defined by Lawvere and Tierney (see [10], [16], or [7]).

We assume a knowledge of their basic definitions, in particular of a to;

pology/inA and the associated injective object £2y-, the equalizer of; and ln.

(See, e.g., [7, pp. 33-34].)

Proposition 2.2.   Let A be an elementary topos.

(i) /// is an injective in A, the associated reflector A —► Fix ß preserves

finite limits.

(ii) Ifj is a topology in A, the reflective subcategory Fix ß determined

by the injective £2- consists of the j-sheaves.

Proof,  (i) We know from Proposition 2.1 that Fix ß = ¿({¿4 \A G A})

and that ß preserves monos (all monos in a topos are regular). Thus, noting

that (IA)A' as Ia *A', we need only prove
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Lemma 2.3.   Let A be an elementary topos and J a class of injectives of

A such that Ia is in J for all I in J and A in A.  Suppose the limit closure L(J)

of 3 is a reflective subcategory and the reflector preserves monos.   Then the

reflector preserves finite limits.

Proof.  (If A is complete, the supposition about the reflector follows

from [3], [14] or [15].)  Since the functor i~)A : A —► A is a right adjoint,

it preserves limits. Since ¿(J)is limit closed, the class of all objects B of A such

that BA is in Z,(7) is also limit closed. It follows from the assumption of the

lemma that this class contains J, hence Z,(J)and therefore:

(*) BA is in Z(J) for all B in ¿(J) and A in A.

The rest of the proof of the lemma is obtained by putting together some

propositions in [7]. We outline the proof, referring to [7] at several points.

In view of [7, Proposition 1.31], it follows from (*) that R preserves

finite products.  It remains to show that it preserves equalizers.  The equalizer

of/ g: A —*A' is the pullback of A^* A x A'^^-A, where <l,/> and

i\,g) are monos. Thus, we need only show that R carries all pullbacks

A-*A'

I      I
* A

of A in which all four maps are monos to pullbacks of ¿(J).

If/ is an injective of A, then the following is a pushout in Sets [7,

Corollary 2.55] :

(A, I) <-04', i)

I 1
(A\r)<-iA'",i)

If 7 lies in J Ç Z,(J),then by adjointness we obtain the following pushout:

iRiA), I) <-(R(A'),I)

iRiA"), I) <-iRiA'"), I)
Suppose now that

P -> RiA')

I 1
RiA")->RiA'")
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is a pullback in ¿(J), hence also in A.  Since R preserves monos, all maps in

this pullback are monos of ¿(J), hence of A. Thus if we apply (-, I), we again

get a pushout in Sets. We certainly have a map /: RiA) —* P such that the two

triangles in the following diagram commute:

RiA)-+R{A')

RiA")->RiA'")

We want to show that / is an isomorphism.  In view of the two pushouts we

know that (/, I): iP, I) —* iRiA), I) is a bijection for any I'm J.

Now it is easily seen that the class of all objects B of A such that if, B)

is a bijection is closed under formation of limits in A. As we have just shown,

this class contains J, hence it contains ¿(J). In particular, (/, RiA)) is a bijection,

and therefore / has a left inverse.  Since (/, B) is one-to-one for each B in ¿(J),

/ is clearly an epi of ¿( J), hence it is an isomorphism. The proof of the lemma

is now complete.

We turn to the proof of Proposition 2.2(ii). Note that Í2. is injective, be-

cause it is a retract of the injective £2. The fact that Fix ß is the set of/-sheaves

follows from these assertions:

(1) £2;. is a sheaf.

(2) Every internal power of a sheaf is a sheaf.

(3) Every limit of sheaves is a sheaf.

(4) If B is a sheaf, then there is a mono B —► Q,B obtained from the

(closed) diagonal map B —► B x B.

(5) Every mono between two sheaves is closed, hence is a pullback of a

map 1 —► Í2-.

Proofs of these assertions not using the reflector can be found in the

references, except for (3), which is trivial. It follows from (1) to (3) that all

objects in Fix ß are sheaves, and from (4) and (5) that every sheaf is in Fix Q,

as the terminal object 1 is in Fix Q.

Lawvere and Tierney showed that if A is an elementary topos and R:

A —> B a reflector preserving finite limits, then B is the category of/-sheaves

for some topology ; in A.

3. Sheaves from a single injective. We now prove two results announced

in [9].

Let X be a small category and A the topos of all functors Xo p —► Sets.

We asserted in [9, Example 4] that any sheaf subcategory of A is the limit
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closure of a single injective.  A sheaf subcategory is well known to be the limit

closure of a class of injectives, as discussed in §2.

Let us ask quite generally when is the limit closure of a class of injectives

already the limit closure of a single injective, so that a reflector can be obtained

by the construction of [9] ?  This is well known to be true in a module category

Mod R. It is not true in the category of uniform spaces [9,.Example 3]. We

will show that it is true in functor categories.

Proposition 3.1.   Let Abe a category satisfying the following conditions:

(a) A is co-well-powered and complete and has cokernel pairs.

(b) A has a generating set G.

(c) Every mono in A is regular.

(d) /// and J are injectives in A then there is a map I —► /.

Then the limit closure LiJ) of any class J of injectives of A is the limit

closure LiJ) of a single injective I.

Remark.   Not all the above assumptions are necessary. However, they

are satisfied when A is the category of presheaves. Indeed, the set of represent-

able functors (-, X): Xop —► Sets is a generating set, and property (d) follows

from the fact that O —► I is mono. A module category Mod R also satisfies

the above conditions.

Proof.  A well-known consequence of (a) and (c) is the fact that every

map in A can be factored uniquely (up to isomorphism) as an epi followed by

a mono. In view of [14, Theorem 5], L(J) is therefore a reflective subcategory

of A and the reflector preserves regular monos, which means in this case that it

takes monos of A to regular monos of ¿(J). (This also follows from [3] or [15].)

As an immediate consequence we observe that the category Z,(J) also has

the property that every mono is regular. In fact, LiJ) satisfies all the conditions

(a) to (d). The generating set of Z,(J) is obtained as the set of reflections of the

generating set of A. The properties in condition (a) are obvious, except that

¿(J) is co-well-powered.  To see this, suppose f: A —► B is an epi in LiJ). Then

there is an epi g: A —► C in A such that h: C —*■ B is the best approximation

of C in LiJ) and f=hg.

We recall from [14, Theorem 1] that ¿(J)has injective extensions, that is,

each object is a regular subobject of an injective.

It will follow from Lemma 3.2 below that ¿(J)has an injective cogenerator

/. Since all monos are regular, each object of I(J)is the equalizer of a pair of

maps I™ =*I" and so L(J) is the limit closure of /.

Lemma 3.2.   If a category B satisfies conditions (a)-(d) and has injective

extensions, then it has an injective cogenerator.
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Proof.  As already pointed out, it follows from (a) and (c) that every

map in B has an epi-mono factorization.  Let B be an object of B, G G G, and

a, b G (G, B), then the map G + G > B factors as

G + Ge^aXK(ab)m(aJXB

where e(a, b) is epi and mia, b) is mono.  Let lia, b) be an injective extension

of Kia, b) with monomorphism iia, b): Kia, b) —> lia, b). Then there is a map

fia, b): B —* /(a, ô) such that fia, b)mia, b) = i(a, b).

We claim that the set of injectives lia, b) cogenerates B.  Indeed, suppose

two maps into B are equalized by all maps of B into any element of this set.

We want to show that these two maps are equal.  Since G generates B, we may

assume, without loss in generality, that the two maps have the form a, b: G —►

B, where G G G, hence that fia, b)a = fia, b)b. Now a = mia, b)eia, b)kx and

b = mia, b)eia, b)k2, where kv k2: G —► G + G are the two canonical injec-

tions.  Therefore, iia, b)eia, b)kx = /(a, b)eia, b)k2, hence e(a, b)kx = e(a, b)k2,

and so a = b.

Now condition (d) implies that the product of a cogenerating set of in-

jectives is a cogenerator, and it is obviously injective. This completes the proof

of the lemma.

We recall that the limit closure of a class of injectives has been called a

TFD subcategory in [14].

Corollary 3.3.   Any TFD subcategory of the category of all functors

Xop —► Sets is the limit closure of a single injective.

In a preprint of a forthcoming paper [12, Propositions 5.10, 5.17] Meyer

obtains a similar result.

The reader is warned that the reflector onto a TFD subcategory of a

functor category need not preserve finite products [3, Example 7.4].

We are now in a position to prove the assertion in [9, Example 7].

Proposition 3.4.   Let X be any small category, B a TFD subcategory of

the category A of all functors Xop —► Sets.  Then Bop is varietal over Sets.

Remark.   The special case of this proposition with B = A was obtained

by Bunge [4].

Proof.  We apply [9, Proposition 3].  It is clear that B is complete and

has cokernel pairs. We have shown that it has an injective cogenerator. This is

a "regular" cogenerator in the sense of [9, Proposition 2], because all monos

in B are regular.

It remains to show that any coequivalence relation
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B^=iD
V

is a cokernel pair.   Now it follows from the definition of "equivalence

relation" in Bop given in [9] that there is a map d: D —*■ B such that du = lß-

dv. Let k: K —► B be the equalizer of the pair (m, v),

B=^C
v

the cokernel pair of k in A, and h: C —► D the unique map such that hu = u

and hv = v.

We claim that h is a monomorphism in A. This will follow if we show

that hiX): C{X) —» DiX) is mono in Sets for each X in X.  Indeed, C(Z) is the

disjoint union of two copies of BiX) with the image of kiX) amalgamated, and

u'iX), v\X) are the two inclusions BiX) =* C(Z). Suppose x, y G CiX) and

KX)ix) = hiX)(y). If x and y lie in different copies of BiX), then x = u'(X)(z)

and y = v\X)it) for some z, t G BiX). Thus u(X)(z) = v(X)(t), but diX)uiX) =

1 = d(X)v(X), hence z = t, and z G Im kiX), and therefore * =.y. If x and j>

lie in the same copy of BiX), we proceed similarly.

Thus h is a regular mono in A.  Let R: A —► B be the reflector and

consider

K±B = RiB)JÈÙ*RiC)-^RiD).
Riv')

Here (/?(«'), Riv')) is the cokernel pair of Rik) = k in B. Since the reflector

preserves regular monos, RQi) is a regular mono in B.  But RQi)Riu') = R(u) =

u and RQi)Riv') = Riv) = v, and the coequivalence relation («, v) is jointly epi.

Therefore, RQi) is epi in B.  Being also a regular mono, 7?(/z) is an isomorphism,

hence («, u) is the cokernel pair of k.

4.  Further applications to topos theory. We shall give another descrip-

tion of the localization functor Q which has useful consequences.  As in §1, Q

is obtained by Fakir's process from the triple S - UF,. where A —► B —► A

is a pair of functors with F left adjoint to U.  Let Bc be the category of co-

algebras of the cotriple C = FU on B. The comparison functor K: A —* Bc

and its right adjoint M are defined in the usual way [11, p. 135].  It is easy to

check that MK = Q, as we observed in [9, Proposition 1] in a special case (see

also [2]).

Denote the inclusion of Fix Q into A by /. We always have Im U Ç

Fix Q, so U factors as IU1, and U' has left adjoint F' = FI with F'U' = FU =

C. The comparison functor Fix Q —► Bc induced by the pair (F', U') is
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K' = KI. If Q is idempotent then Fix ß is limit closed in A, by Proposition 1.2,

hence M factors through Fix ß as IM'. M' has left adjoint K', and IM'K' =

MKI =Ql = I, hence M'K' is isomorphic to the identity on Fix Q. Thus K'

embeds Fix Q into Bc as a coreflective full subcategory. We summarize our

conclusions:

Proposition 4.1. If Q is idempotent, the pair (F, U) can be factored

thus:

R K' Uc
A*=» Fix Q <——' Br> B,

/ M'       c   Fc

where F ££ UfJC'R, U = IM'Fr. Here

I = inclusion, R = reflector,

M' = coreflector, K' - full embedding,

Fc = cofree functor, Uc = forgetful functor.

Proof.(3)   It remains to check the two isomorphisms.  Certainly IM'FC =

MFC = U, taking adjoints of UCK = F. Again, by taking adjoints, we obtain

UCK'R = F.  Alternatively, one may calculate UCK'R = FIR = FQ = F, since

Fir¡xiA)) is an isomorphism for each object A of A. This is because, for any

map a: A —► A' in A, Fia) is an isomorphism if and only if Qia) is one (by an

argument like that for Lemma 1.3).

Corollary 4.2.   If Q is idempotent, F' creates colimits.   Thus Fix ß

has all colimits that B has.

Proof.  It is well known that the forgetful functor Uc: Bc —► B creates

colimits. Moreover, so does K'-: Fix ß —► Bc, as a coreflective subcategory is

closed under colimits. Hence F' = UCK' creates colimits.

Remark.  In fact, it is clear that colimits in Fix ß may be calculated as

follows:  Let T: X —► Fix ß be any diagram and assume that FT has a colimit.

Then so does KT, and colim T = Ai'(colim K'F).

Our factorization generalizes the factorization of geometric morphisms

between (elementary) toposes.  In this special case [8, Theorem 4.3], A and B

are toposes and F preserves finite limits, moreover K' is an equivalence with in-

verse M', so that F' is cotripleable.

(3)   (ADDED JANUARY, 1975).   A similar factorization, in the case when UF and

FU are idempotent, has been considered by J. Isbell.   See Top and its adjoint relatives, Gen-

eral Topology and its Relations to Modern Analysis and Algebra (Proc. Conf., Kanpur 1968),

Academic Press, 1971, pp. 149-152.
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What conditions on A, B and F will assure that F' is cotripleable?  We

know that F' = UCK' reflects isomorphisms, since both Uc and K' do.  By Beck's

crude cotripleability theorem [11], F' will certainly be cotripleable if it preserves

equalizer diagrams. We obtain a better result using Duskin's conditions [5, The-

orem 3.2].

Proposition 4.3. Suppose B has cokernel pairs and Q is idempotent.   Then

F' is cotripleable if and only if it preserves equalizers of coequivalence relations

in Fix Q whose images under F' are cocontractible.

Proof.  Since, by Corollary 4.2, F' creates colimits, Duskin's condition

(b) is always satisfied.  Since F' reflects isomorphisms, his condition (a) reduces

to the condition of the proposition.

We now apply the above results to obtain new proofs(4) of two theorems

due to Mikkelsen [13].

Proposition 4.4. Let ~E.be a cartesian closed category with finite limits

and a subobject classifier £2.   Then E has finite colimits, hence is a topos.

Proof.  It is easily shown that £2 is injective. Moreover, for any object

E of E, the singleton map E —► SlE is a monomorphism, hence there is an

equalizer diagram E —* £2£ =* £2.  By Proposition 2.1, the localization functor

Q determined by the adjoint pair

£2<~>                í2<->E —->Eop—->E

is the identity functor on E, that is, Fix Q = E. By Corollary 4.2, E has all

colimits which Eop has, hence all finite colimits.

In view of the remark following Corollary 4.2, we can calculate finite co-

limits in E explicitly in terms of the corresponding limits, powers of £2 and equal-

izers (used in defining M'). For example, the coequalizer of the pair of maps

f, g: A —> B can be found as follows.

Let SiA) = £2"   , as before.  Let m: C —■*■ £2S be the equalizer of

(Slf, ng). There is a unique map t: SiQ —* C such that mt = £2T,(B)S(m).  In

fact, (C, t) is a coalgebra in (Eop)s and is the codomain of the coequalizer of

iK'if), K'ig)). Now let u: E —>£2C  be the equalizer of (t?(£2c), £2f): "C «■*

S(£2C). Then E = M'(C, t). There is a unique map v: B —*• E such that

uv = £lmr)iB). This map v is M'(coeqiK'(f), K'ig))), hence is coeq(/ g) in E.

(4)  (ADDED JANUARY, 1975). These theorems have also been proved by R. Pare.

His proof has appeared in Colimits in topoi, Bull. Amer. Math. Soc. 80 (1974), 556-561.
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Í2-A  *- QB+-I2—C Aá=lB—->E

SiÜB)

8

t 77(5)

Sim)
SiC) SiB)-»

S2m

Û*      77(S2C)

5(Í2C)

It follows from the existence of such explicit constructions that any functor

between toposes which preserves exponentiation, the subobject classifier and

finite limits also preserves finite colimits.

Proposition 4.5. Any topos Eis cotripleable over Eop, that is, Eop is

tripleable over E.

Proof. Mikkelsen [13] has shown that every coequivalence relation in

E is the cokernel pair of its equalizer. The functor F = Sí*-); E—► Eop pre-

serves regular monos, by Proposition 2.1, and it preserves cokernel pairs, as it

has a right adjoint. Thus it preserves equalizer diagrams

/m
B-

g
1C

in which if, g) = cok m. By Proposition 1.8, F is cotripleable.
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